
DBM INDIA
Activities February 2021

Major projects covered this month: 

• Certificate Distribution -
Tailoring

• Certificate Distribution -
Beautician 

• Certificate Distribution -
MSCIT

• Certificate Distribution - ECCE

• MSCIT & Tally Examination • Pune Rotary Sponsorship 

• Guest Column - Article by Vidula 

Certificate Distribution - Tailoring

“There is no tool for development

more effective than the

empowerment of women" So We

Believe in DBM India.

 



63 Women from Govandi

strengthened our belief by

enrolling for the Tailoring and

Apparel Making Certificate Course

at our Govandi Center.

 

At a time when the men of the house

had lost their livelihood these women

decided to step in and learn a skill

and Work to support the family.

On the 4th of February their received

their certificates. 

 

Our Chief Guest was Ms Kavitha

Nadar, an empowered woman

herself who also volunteers in the

Education program of DBM.

 

We at DBM are proud of these women

who decided to take the Challenge to

Develop themselves.

Certificate Distribution - Beautician 



Women Empowerment includes the action of Educating and Skilling a Women

through training and literacy so that they are able to have access to opportunities

in their life to be self reliant. When women support each other, incredible things

happen.

 

DBM believes that Empowered women bring everlasting Change in Society.

 

On 9th February we along with our Chief Guest Ms Poonam Jethwani

witnessed 28 DBM Students who had completed the Certificate Course of

Beauty and Wellness from DBM Govandi.

It was a heart fulfilling moment for us to witness the change of these shy girls to graceful and

confident Beauty Therapists.....all set to Walk the Talk.

 



The most inspiring was our Student from Mumbra who travelled everyday for 3 months

because she wanted to undergo the intense practical training at DBM.

 

Ms Poonam shared her experience on how hard work and determination topped with

Consistency can take you to heights with inspiring examples from the life of Mahatma.

Certificate Distribution - MSCIT

Computer with the internet is the most powerful device that students can use to

learn new skills and more advanced version of current lessons. It makes them

creative through use of imagination & new tech tools. It connects them the world

and global information. 

 

Students are future leaders. The knowledge and use of computer is essential for

them. From  running of trains, machines, airplanes, banks to the field of

entertainment and music, all depend on computer knowledge today. 

 

We at DBM India have a vast number of Courses including MS-CIT, Klic, NIIT and

CISCO. 

 

On the 10th of February our Chief Guest C.A. Ms Usha Prajapati - Well-

wisher and Supporter of DBM presided over the MSCIT Certificate

Distribution Function.  36 Students received their certificates and are

now moving forward in their lives.  



 

Despite Pandemic, our students till well. Most of them scoring above

95% and one, Suraj Paswan, scoring even 100% ! Congratulations to all

& kudos to the teachers!

Certificate Distribution - ECCE

The Future of the World is in a Classroom

 

Mahinder Punwani Director Nihchal Israni Foundation Presided over the

ECCE Certificate Distribution for 31 of our Students.

 

He motivated and guided the students with words of wisdom and direction and

we heartily appreciate his and the support of his foundation. 

 

Our blessings to our student turned Teachers who will now step out and

Encourage Minds to Think, Hands to Create and Hearts to Love.

 

Early Childhood Care and Education (ECCE) course is a multidisciplinary one that

relies on insights from several fields like human development, psychology,

sociology, and medicine, particularly neuroscience. It trains teachers for pre-

primary classes. 

 

The curriculum describes the theoretical underpinnings of learning and

development of children at their early years and offers strategies and suggestions

of how this learning can be nurtured. Also it intends to provide guidelines on



supporting children’s learning through partnership with parents, interaction with

others, play and assessment.

MSCIT & Tally Examination

37 students appeared for the

MSCIT exams 

28 from Trombay,

07 from Santacruz and

02 from Govandi centres

and all passed with flying

colours.

Toppers

Kiran - 95%,

Prachi Kadam - 94%,

Jannat Sheikh - 92%.  

12 students appeared for the

Tally exams by MKCL  

04 from Santacruz and

08 from Trombay

passed with excellent results.

Toppers



Pranali Kadam - 94.2%,

Nikita Patil - 92%

Pune Rotary Sponsorship 

DBM Pune Centre our new centre in

its short span of time has begun

making its impact. Apart from

Computer, now we have regular

Tailoring and Beautician classes. Now

we are looking at expanding to help

the slum kids in education.

 

Recently the reputed Eklavya

Initiative NGO visited our centre

to explore collaboration.

Further Rotary Club of Poona

represented by the esteemed

Rotarians Shri Sukhbir Sangra, Col

Bharat Haladi and Ms Maithili

Hanakwad, visited DBM Pune and

very graciously approved one

time grant  to support our

activities. 

 

We are extremely grateful to Rotary

Club and all other well meaning

individuals and organisations who

have lend us their helping hands. 

Guest Column  
- by Vidula Harshad, Centre Manager, DBM Vocational Training Centre, Trombay

EDUCATION & SKILLS SHOULD NOW GO HAND IN HAND

About Education:-



Education is a powerful  weapon that aids an individual to face the

adversity of life and overcome societal stigmas such as poverty,

unemployment, gender inequality, and exploitation etc,  and helps to

achieve success. Education is the hope of growth & development  of the

country. 

The importance of education and its significance can be understood

through the life of an ignorant and illiterate person, who has never had the

chance to visit the school due to financial  crisis and is experiencing the

bane of illiteracy.  He / she  can value the answer to the question-‘ Why is

Education an essential factor in our life?’ He/she knows the prominence and

importance of Education and its changes in an individual’s life.

ERADICATING UNEMPLOYMENT THROUGH PROPER EDUCATION &

SKILLED COURSES

The substantial effect of illiteracy is ‘unemployment.’ Unemployment

hinders the progress of a nation-leading to low standards of living and an

increased crime rate. India is home to twenty million youths that graduate

annually from various disciplines, and who still struggle to  get jobs. This

adversely affects the economic development of the nation.

Educating  youth and adults through  various skilled courses reveals the

hidden potential, which could lead India to the path of development.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT:-

Skill development is a vital tool to empower people, to safeguard their

future and for their overall development. It is an important aspect that

enhances employability in today’s world. 

Skills are as essential as one’s academic status. Henceforth education

and skills should go hand in hand. They are the roots behind the economic

growth and community development of a country.

About Us 
 

DBM India empowers our youth & adults of the society in a fundamental

way so as to enable them to earn their livelihood. It allows an individual to

explore the world through their skills & knowledge. 

In DBM, Vocational training or Skilled  training is targeted toward the

underprivileged and dropouts and those who cannot or don’t wish to do

higher education. 



Overall Review
Education & Skills build individuals, 

Educated & Skilled individuals build better societies, 
& better societies build great Nations.

 

Upcoming Program 

• Launch of DBM Community Centre
• Women’s Day Programmes 

Contact: 022 23528899 / 9819108191

HEAD OFFICE

Motibai Thackersey Building, 2nd Floor, Bhulabhai Desai Road, Mahalaxmi Temple
Compound, Opp. Dhakleshwar Mandir, Mahalaxmi West, Mumbai 400 026.

TISS DBM LIBRARY - CUM - STUDY CENTRE

D plot, Deonar Municipal Colony, Municipal School, Govandi, Mumbai.

DBM Centers

Khar 
HOUSE No. 214 A, HARI NIWAS, 21st

Pune 
ABUNDANT LIFE SCHOOL, 40/2

FIGHT AGAINST COVID-19

https://dbmindia.bmetrack.com/c/l?u=C0992FA&e=12287EA&c=A6AF3&t=0&email=IPlPoWSoT9SlkihS1keDwp48fivR5ldN&seq=1
https://dbmindia.bmetrack.com/c/l?u=C0992FB&e=12287EA&c=A6AF3&t=0&email=IPlPoWSoT9SlkihS1keDwp48fivR5ldN&seq=1


ROAD NEAR MARUAAI MADIR, KHAR
DANDA, KHAR (W), MUMBAI - 400052

KRISHNA NAGAR, MOHAMMEDWADI,
PUNE - 411060.

Govandi 
OLD BUS DEPOT, BAIGANWADI,

GOVANDI WEST MUMBAI - 400088

Trombay 
ABHINAVDYAAN MANDIR, DATTA

NAGAR, TROMBAY MUMBAI - 400088

https://dbmindia.bmetrack.com/c/l?u=C0992FC&e=12287EA&c=A6AF3&t=0&email=IPlPoWSoT9SlkihS1keDwp48fivR5ldN&seq=1
https://dbmindia.bmetrack.com/c/l?u=C0992FD&e=12287EA&c=A6AF3&t=0&email=IPlPoWSoT9SlkihS1keDwp48fivR5ldN&seq=1
https://dbmindia.bmetrack.com/c/l?u=C0992FE&e=12287EA&c=A6AF3&t=0&email=IPlPoWSoT9SlkihS1keDwp48fivR5ldN&seq=1
https://dbmindia.bmetrack.com/c/l?u=C0992FF&e=12287EA&c=A6AF3&t=0&email=IPlPoWSoT9SlkihS1keDwp48fivR5ldN&seq=1

